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SEQUOIA ZINC CHROMATE GREY GREEN PRIMER E7500

PRODUCT INFORMATION
PRODUCT NAME SEQUOIA ZINC CHROMATE GREY GREEN

PRIMER E7500
DESCRIPTION This primer is a solvent based protective primer,

generally designed for application on bare surface
before overcoat with a finish

USAGE Suitable for use in metal including steelwork and
new metal

BENEFIT Excellent opacity
PACK SIZE 5 litres, 20 litres
COLOUR RANGE Grey Green

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE Resistant to mild chemical fumes. Special paint

systems required if surface is subject to constant
chemical attack

HEAT RESISTANCE Generally resistant to heat up to 90oc.
Discolouration will occur after a prolong time is
surface is constantly heated

WATER RESISTANCE Resistant to normal atmospheric humidity present
THEORETICAL COVERAGE A guide to the theoretical coverage which can be

achieved under normal condition is 9 m2/L

PRE-APPLICATION
SURFACE PREPARATION Generally all surfaces to be coated must be free of

dust, dirt, grease and other contaminants
PREVIOUSLY PAINTED
SURFACE

Previously painted surfaces should be thoroughly
rubbed down using a suitable abrasive paper and
then dusted off

RECOMMENDED PAINT
SYSTEM

Undercoat (1 coat)
- Sequoia Zinc Chromate
Grey Green E7500

Finish (2 Coats)
- Sequoia Gloss Paint
- Sequoia Protective
Topcoat

- Stork
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PAINT APPLICATION
THINNING Ready for use, thinning is usually not necessary. If

require thinning, add 5% of white spirit
DRY TIME Single coat at standard thickness:

2 hours under normal conditions
CLEAN UP Clean all equipment with white spirit immediately

after use

PRODUCT DATA
COMPOSITION Pigment : Yellow and Blue, Anti corrosive pigment

Binder : Alkyd Resin
Solvent : White Spirit

SAFETY AND PRECAUTION
HEALTH AND
SAFETY

- Keep container tightly closed and in upright
position while in transport or in storage.

- Keep container and paint away from food and
drinks. Keep out of reach from children.

- Ensure good ventilation during application and
drying. Do not breath in vapour, use mask if
required

- Wear eye protection. In case of contact with eye,
rinse with plenty of water immediately and seek
medical advice.

- Remove splashes from skin with soap and water.
- Flammable liquid, keep away from fire and point
of ignition. In case of fire, extinguish with foam or
powder fire extinguisher, sand or earth. DO NOT
USE WATER.

- In case of spillage, cover spillage with sand or soil
- If swallowed seek medical advice immediately
and show this container or label

ENVIRONMENT - Do not empty contain in container into drain,
sewer system or watercourses

- Toxic to aquatic organism, may cause long-term
effect on aquatic environment

- Dispose empty container according to
Environmental Quality Regulations

Note: -The information given above is for reference only.
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- All results are laboratory based result. Actual result may vary under different
condition


